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Hand Equipment - Torches

Regulators

NM250 CUTTING TORCH
Manufactured in the UK to comply with BS EN ISO 5172. The NM 250 is a design classic,
often imitated but never bettered, available in a number of lengths and head angles to suit
a wide range of situations. Using the nozzle mix principle, this cutting torch is designed to
be used with acetylene or propane and accepts ANM, PNM, Apachi and propane
superheating nozzles*.

TWO STAGE HIGH PURITY REGULATOR
These regulators are essential in scientific and laboratory applications.

High Purity - Two Stage
A Two Stage regulator for High Purity
applications is also available by
request. Featuring a stainless steel
diaphragm, inert valves and white
power coated finish.

*Accepts propane super heating nozzles in conjunction with a Wescol NMSH superheating adaptor.

VC1600 CUTTING TORCH
Manufactured to comply with BS EN ISO 5172, this torch available with 9/16” UNF fittings
only and is popular wherever American style products are prevalent. Using the injector
principle, this torch provides a quality affordable alternative to the US competition.

MODEL 90 COMBINATION TORCH
Manufactured in the UK to comply with BS EN ISO 5172. The Model 90 provides the
flexibility that industry requires. The dedicated shank can be fitted with a cutting
attachment and either ANM or PNM nozzles for heavy duty cutting applications (mild steel
up to 200mm), or a mixer for gas welding and heating applications. A super heating mixer
is available for use with super heating nozzles which will easily provide in excess of
500,000 btu/hr of energy where required.

HIGH PRESSURE SINGLE STAGE REGULATORS
Description

Outlet

WE 750 2G

52 Bar

WE 1500 2G

105 Bar

WE 2500 2G

170 Bar

COMMANDO 600 HIGH FLOW REGULATOR
Available for the following gas service up to 42 Bar: Oxygen, Nitrogen,
Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide and Helium.
Full 230 bar capability.

(Available also as part of number of kits – please see the Wescol price list for more information)

MODEL 65 COMBINATION TORCH
Like the Model 90, a dedicated shank provides the basis for light industrial cutting and
welding via the lightweight cutting attachment (using AFN nozzles) or mixer. Perfect for light
fabrication, repair and maintenance shops, the heating and ventilation industry and garages.

COMMANDO 14 HIGH FLOW REGULATOR
Used for heavy cutting, thermic lancing and light scarfing

(Available also as part of number of kits – please see the Wescol price list for more information)

WIZARD MODEL ‘O’ TORCH
Favoured by the jewellry and plumbing industries and invaluable wherever absolute
precision is required. Manufactured in the UK to BS EN 5172.

COMMANDO 316L SS REGULATOR

WE Series
Designed for applications where
constant high pressure is required,
applications such as component
pressure testing, pressurisation of
pipeline systems, purging and high
pressure laboratory applications, these
regulators can be ordered in a self
venting version and feature a double
‘o’ ring seal fitted to a solid brass
piston and PCTFE valves to ensure
reliability and accuracy.

Commando Series
High flow two stage
This two stage high flow regulator is in
widespread use throughout industry. It
has a proven performance in applications
where stable high pressures and flows are
required. Many of these applications are
of a critical nature such as diving, cable
pressurisation, motor sport, power
generation, and a wide variety of
laboratory applications in universities and
the nuclear and chemical industries.

Commando Series
High Flow Single Stage
High flow-oxygen single stage
regulator for cylinder or pipeline.
Provides a maximum flow of 4000 lpm
at pressures up to 14 bar.

Commando Series
Stainless Steel Regulators
These regulators are designed and
manufactured out of high quality
material allowing them to operate
effectively and safely in high purity and
corrosive gas environments.
A comprehensive range is available
including single stage and two stage
variants. Please contact our sales
office for more specific information
about this range.
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